
Somerset ASA Funding Scheme Apr 2021 

FAQs Draft on Rewarding Affiliated Clubs which Rebuild / Grow their Membership Base over 1 Apr to 31 Dec 21 

Why are those members from the period 1 Apr 2020 to 31 Mar 2021 who were lapsed by their Club but then chose to rejoin in the 
period 1 Apr 2021 to 31 Dec 2021 excluded from the Club’s claims?  

- To avoid any potential 'anomalies' created by advice which Clubs may have given to lapse their membership when renewals 
were originally due. This could put Clubs who did not lapse last year's members at a disadvantage. The purpose of this 
scheme is to recruit genuinely 'new' members. 

Why only reward Clubs for new members joining up to 31 Dec 2021 and not afterwards? 

- To avoid any possible confusion which may arise from the 2022 SE renewals process, OMS embargo dates and in order to 
faciliate ease of reporting. 

Which Clubs are being targeted for rewards?  

- The membership fee collecting Clubs. Members don't pay the County fee twice, so we don't intend to reward 'twice' for a 
member who may be 'new' to a non-fee paying Club but now has multiple affiliations. 

Why are education linked clubs excluded from rewards?  

- Because these establishments normally benefit from a new 'pupil / student' premium or fee income. 

Why is there a need for a Club Officer to certify claims?  

- We don't want a Club's new members to receive a  'subsidy' / 'discount' unavailable to their existing members. 

Why are there two funding pots?  

- If we only had one, we may run the risk that new 'swimming discipline' members would monopolise claim counts to the 
detriment of other disciplines / activities. A separate pot encourages and rewards both multi-disciplinary and LTS Clubs. 

Do new members of LTS schemes at swim schools / Leisure Centres count towards Clubs claims?  

- Only those members who then directly join an affiliated Club from 1 Apr to 31 Dec 21 but were not Club members in the 
prior 1 Apr 2020 to 31 Mar 2021. While we want to see participation rise generally, this scheme is targeted at rewarding 
affiliated Club membership, from which SE, Region and County will benefit. 

Can a Club claim from pot B for its newly affiliated LTS members if they are not enrolled in a SE based LTS programme?  

- No, only from pot A. Pot B rewards new members of Clubs whose LTS programmes are based on SE standards. 

What if a Club has more new members that the max allowed for a quarterly claim?  

- The remainder can be C/F and will count towards the next quarterly claim. 

How do Clubs claim?  

- Submit paid OMS Batches summary new member print outs or exports, and as appropriate, mark only those which qualify 
towards a Club's claim. 

What if a member upgrades / downgrades during the period?  

- Existing member activity is excluded. This scheme intends to reward Clubs for 'new' membership only. 

When will Clubs be paid?  

- Shortly after receipt of valid certified claims. It is important Clubs submit claims promptly and indicate in advance if they 
are 'oversubscribed' so we can review budgets accordingly. 


